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The timeworn and pedestrian answer is simply "to get to the other side." Here are some creative and original
answers: The chicken crossed the road.
Answers - The Most Trusted Place for Answering Life's
In mathematics, a percentage is a number or ratio expressed as a fraction of 100. It is often denoted using
the percent sign, "%", or the abbreviations "pct.", "pct"; sometimes the abbreviation "pc" is also used. A
percentage is a dimensionless number (pure number).
Percentage - Wikipedia
A slot machine (American English), known variously as a fruit machine (British English), puggy (Scottish
English), the slots (Canadian and American English), poker machine/pokies (Australian English and New
Zealand English), or simply slot (British English and American English), is a casino gambling machine with
three or more reels which spin when a button is pushed.
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